The Expanded Ko-Fi Rewards
Poll
By Holly Lisle
This is the expanded non-binding vote for rewards you would
like to receive for funding me on Ko-Fi.

Which TWO (2) rewards would you most like to receive for
supporting my fiction on Ko-Fi? (Please select 2)
Scenes from another character’s POV (an example,
since all the Cadence Drake stuff is from her POV,
would be getting to see Herog’s take on the same
event)
Monthly lottery drawing for one person who gets to
pick a topic for a post, ask a question, or some other
special reward.
DRAWING to be included as a minor character in a book
(generally one who gets killed off, as tradition
dictates)
EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIBER OPTION: A live private hangout
from time to time on Zoom for folks who support me at
the monthly subscription level, with the chats
becoming later-release open video access on YouTube.
Downloadable flash fiction stories OR downloadable
excerpts from novels in progress.
DRAWING for full class access to my six-class “Create
A” writing series (Character, Plot, Language, Culture,

World... the sixth class, How to Write Page-Turning
Scenes, is the one with the non-series title.)
Unique, limited-availability T-shirts, imprinted
notebooks, or other purchasable items just for
supporters, with my quotes, cover art, etc.
DRAWING for a signed first-edition print version of a
novel
A special monthly private blog post just for
supporters. (Your choice of content from my list of
what's possible if this option is chosen).
A

collaborative

works-in-progress

shared-image

collage of things like “workspace” or “favorite
writing instrument”
Early access to new classes (or new novels).
Other suggestions

I acknowledge that I understand my IP address will be stored
and cookies while be enabled when I submit my vote, and I give
my consent.
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